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point for a long irradiation period. For realization of research works on topazes ennobling under
irradiation by reactor neutrons as well as by secondary neutrons produced in a cyclotron it is
necessary to know the total neutron flux and spectra. To resolve the problem a technique for
registration of neutrons with different energy and calculation of a neutrons spectrum in the given
irradiation points in reactor channels and in cyclotron behind the nickel target has been
developed.

Neutron flux density and energy spectra were monitored by use of the following nuclear
reactions: 59Co(n,y)60Co, 197Au(n,y)198Au, 58Ni(n,p)58Co, 54Mg(n,p)24Na, 48Ti(n,p)48Sc,
46Ti(n,p)46Sc, 54Fe(n,p)54Mn, 89Y(n,2n)88Y, 60Ni(np)60Co. Gamma spectrometer composed of
HPGe detector (Rel. Eff. - 15%) and Digital Spectra Analyzer DSA-1000 (Canberra Ind., USA)
was used to measure gamma activity of irradiated samples. Acquired gamma spectra were
processed by means of Genie 2000 standard software package. The O(E) functions and neutron
spectra were calculated by using the least squares method and approximating the tabular and
experimental data with power polynomials.

The developed technique was applied for the adjustment of the topazes irradiation regimes
in the reactor core and under secondary neutrons flux from a nickel target in the cyclotron. The
given technique allows to calculate a logarithmic spectrum of neutrons in a energy range from
0,025 eV up to 12 MeV with the uncertainty of about 10 %.
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In the work results of the instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) of prehistoric
bone remains of dinosaurs and ancient bones of bear, archantrop found out on the territory of
Uzbekistan are presents. A bone of dinosaur from Mongolia, standard a bone of the person and
soils taken from a surface and from of the femoral joint of a dinosaur were also subject to INAA.
The INAA method determines of contents of about 30 elements in bones and soils in an interval
0.043 - 3600 mg / kg. Among found elements Ca (46 %), Sc, Cr, Fe (up to 2.2 g/kg), Ni, Zn, Sr
(up to 3.6 g/kg), Sb, Ba, Sb and some others are mainly found in bones. The contents of some
elements in bones of dinosaurs reach very high values 280-3200 mg / kg, and are mainly
lanthanides La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb and Lu. In our opinion, lanthanides and some other
elements, like As, Br, and Mo in bones were formed as a result of fission of uranium and
transuranium elements. Because content of uranium in bones of dinosaurs is very high, up to 180
mg / kg, and those of thorium is 20 mg/ kg. However U and Th in soils are 4.8 mg/kg and 3.7 mg
/ kg, respectively. The content of uranium in bones of the archantrop is 1.53 mg / kg, while U in
standard bone of the human is less than 0,016 mg/kg.
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